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bca project synopsis titles selection free help sample download admin | March 2, For Bca first go through the guidelines
of the project as provided by the university and then choose the guide under whose guidance student completes the
project report.

Depending on number of words allowed and format specific to your in your institution, make sure you get all
this information in. This should be brief and self-explanatory. It should relate directly to the main objective of
the proposed research. A more specific and descriptive sub-title can be added if necessary, for example to
indicate the main methodology that will be applied. The title of the final report can be different from the
working title of the synopsis. Here you should introduce the main problem, set it into context and introduce
the particular niche within the main subject area that you will work with. For example, the main subject area
could be deforestation and the Introduction would then briefly argue why it is relevant to be concerned with
deforestation â€” to whom it is a problem and why. The niche could be the role of small-scale farmers in
deforestation processes in mountain areas. Justification for the niche should also be included in the
Introduction. Review of the Literature: Review of literature is a collective body of works done by earlier
researchers and published in the form of books, journals, articles. It helps in generating ideas and developing
significant questions for the research work. The rationale for carrying out the particular project is explained
here. Objectives of the study: It should clearly define what your project is and what you intent to achieve by
developing this project. Hypothesis of the study If any: Imagine you have a test at school tomorrow. You stay
out late and see a movie with friends. You know that when you study the night before, you get good grades.
When you answered this question, you formed a hypothesis. It describes in concrete terms what you expect
will happen in a certain circumstance. Explain what you expect to happen Be clear and understandable.
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The research synopsis is the plan for your research project. It provides the rationale for the research, the research
objectives, the proposed methods for data collection and recording formats and/or questionnaires and interview guides.

Hypertext Preprocessor, is a widely used, general-purpose scripting language that was originally designed for
web development, to produce dynamic web pages. It can be embedded into HTML and generally runs on a
web server, which needs to be configured to process PHP code and create web page content from it. It can be
deployed on most web servers and on almost every operating system and platform free of charge. PHP is
installed on over 20 million websites and 1 million web servers. PHP has evolved to include a command line
interface capability and can also be used in standalone graphical applications. The most frequently used
operations are supported by the user interface managing databases, tables, fields, relations, indexes, users,
permissions, etc , while you still have the ability to directly execute any SQL statement. It will take more time
and this whole procedure is very tedious and takes a lot of time. Problems of the existing system It is limited
to a single system. It has lot of manual work Manual work does not mean working with pen or paper, rather
includes working on spread sheets and other simple software. The present system is very less secure. It unable
to generate different kinds of reports. It is difficult to maintain phone bookings and cancellations. Does not
provide global support. User cannot do the reservation from remote place. Retrieval of information is difficult
and time consuming. The scope can be explained as: Information handling of all users who travel between the
difference routes i. Information handling of the booking of the flats or shops i. The scope of the project is to
develop customize software package for reducing the manual problems. It should deals with the online
booking as well as cancellation.
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MCSP PROJECT/REPORT TOPICS EXAMPLE. Real Estate Management System. Inventory Management System.
Hospital management System. Retail Management System.

Calculate the group functions for each group. Choose and eliminate the groups based on the having clause.
Order the groups based on the specified column. With the help of an example explain the structure of
indexed-sequential file. You must be familiar with search process for a word in a language dictionary. The
data in the dictionary is stored in sequential manner. However an index is provided in terms of thumb tabs. To
search for a word we do not search sequentially. We access the index that is the appropriate thumb tab, locate
an approximate location for the word and then proceed to find the word sequentially. To implement the
concept of indexed sequential file organizations, we consider an approach in which the index part and data
part reside on a separate file. The index file has a tree structure and data file has a sequential structure. Since
the data file is sequenced, it is not necessary for the index to have an entry for each record Following figure
shows a sequential file with a two-level index. Level 1 of the index holds an entry for each three-record
section of the main file. The level 2 indexes level 1 in the same way. When the new records are inserted in the
data file, the sequence of records need to be preserved and also the index is accordingly updated. Two
approaches used to implement indexes are static indexes and dynamic indexes. As the main data file changes
due to insertions and deletions, the static index contents may change but the structure does not change. In case
of dynamic indexing approach, insertions and deletions in the main data file may lead to changes in the index
structure. Recall the change in height of B-Tree as records are inserted and deleted. Both dynamic and static
indexing techniques are useful depending on the type of application. Explain why relational data model is a
better choice over the two. The hierarchical data model: The hierarchical data model organizes data in a tree
structure. There is a hierarchy of parent and child data segments. This structure implies that a record can have
repeating information, generally in the child data segments. Data in a series of records, which have a set of
field values attached to it. It collects all the instances of a specific record together as a record type. These
record types are the equivalent of tables in the relational model, and with the individual records being the
equivalent of rows. To create links between these record types, the hierarchical model uses Parent Child
Relationships. These are a 1: N mapping between record types. Some data were more naturally modeled with
more than one parent per child. So, the network model permitted the modeling of many-to-many relationships
in data. A database based on the relational model developed by E. In such a database the data and relations
between them are organized in tables. A table is a collection of records and each record in a table contains the
same fields. Column Values Are of the Same Kind 4. The Sequence of Columns is Insignificant 5. The
Sequence of Rows is Insignificant 6.
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IGNOU MBA Project, IGNOU Project Synopsis, IGNOU MBA Project Synopsis (MS), IGNOU MCA Project Synopsis
(MCSP): The Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) provides the Projects or dissertation to the students for
various programmes.

Programme in Rural Development is intended to include such different academic contents as are essential in
the making of this discipline in the Indian Context. A basic part of this Programme is dissertation based on
empirical research in rural areas. The Programme will be useful to personnel working in various Govt. There
are few things more exciting than the potential of the shiny new design project. In that interaction, you likely
protected a lot of information, including the needs of the project to complete it. Therefore, when you send out
a proposal, that record should sum up that conversationâ€¦ and seal the offer. The Ignou mard project should
not be the very first time your councilor discovers something totally new about you or the project. No one
wants to read a page synopsis with a bunch of conditions and conditions and long, drawn-out text. In the event
that you can say something with less words, then you probably should do that. From a design perspective,
simplicity wins. The overview should be clearly written mentioning about the whats are you writing in this
project and what their company and product is all about, and what they are asking you to do. Instead, I may
take a more conversation-like approach: This kind of website will make a difference in reaching those goals.
Preferably, you can even describe the way the work will help them to acquire a financial goal: I personally
believe that any project can be achieved on any time duration, but the results will be different. Some people
write proposals including a lengthy lawyer-type contract. Once again, my mantra is simple is much better. I
think We can really cover personally well by just writing a set of no more than 10 factors that essentially all
lead returning to how I get paid. These are the key proposal writing fundamentals which may have been
working well for me during the previous few years. Hopefully you can apply a few of these points in your own
method of writing design mard project and strike it out of the park. Please contact us to get more details on our
services.
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calendrierdelascience.com project cyber cafe billing system project cyber cafe billing system project is management
software specially developed for internet centers for managing daily user's details, billing information, machine records,
rate settings, transaction details, machine records, new machine.

Many students find it difficult to make the project synopsis report due to lack of time or clear understanding
about it. We help these students in submitting their project report to clear the courses. We offer help in making
reports for a wide range of programmes. We are just a few clicks away from you. All that a student needs to
do is to check our website and call at the numbers mentioned for contact. Our free samples surely give you a
glimpse of our quality work and in-depth subject knowledge. Students will be provided with round the clock
support and direct interaction with the associated writers. Our team of experienced writers has in-depth subject
knowledge and has the ability to build reports from scratch and finish them within few days. Our writers have
frequent rigorous training sessions to keep up to the standards and provide quality services. All our writers
have doctorate degrees and are well-versed with various writing styles and formats. Our support staff provides
24 hours services all through the week and is just a click away. We have streamlined all our process to save
time and money. Our writing staff has experience working on various topics in the areas of marketing, finance,
human resources, operations and systems management. We have been providing services for students across
India and also abroad. We assure that our project reports get a best grade and will surely catch the eye. We are
here to help the students and make them more confident to face challenges. We are the most trusted resource
for students. We provide online educational services to the students of Management, Information Technology,
and Computer Science of distance education University: For the last few years, we are providing complete
guidance for their final semester compulsory project. You need to deposit amount in our account in two
installments, one before approval of synopsis and other after approval of synopsis. We will send you project in
Ms-word format, which you can easily modify if required.
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Ignou MARD Project & Synopsis - Overview. The Course M.A. Programme in Rural Development is intended to include
such different academic contents as are essential in the making of this discipline in the Indian Context.

The synopsis is based on the information provided by the supervisor s and by secondary sources of
information. In the final report you will present the results of your data collection and elaboration, with the
discussion and the conclusion. The full synopsis should be maximum , words, excluding appendices. This
should be brief and self-explanatory. It should relate directly to the main objective of the proposed research. A
more specific and descriptive sub-title can be added if necessary, for example to indicate the main
methodology that will be applied. The title of the final report can be different from the working title of the
synopsis. Here you should introduce the main problem, set it into context and introduce the particular niche
within the main subject area that you will work with. Review of the Literature: Review of literature is a
collective body of works done by earlier researchers and published in the form of books, journals, articles. It
helps in generating ideas and developing significant questions for the research work. The rationale for carrying
out the particular project is explained here. Objectives of the study: These should be identified on the basis of
the problem analysis. That means, after reading the problem analysis it should be immediately clear that the
choice of objectives is relevant and justified. The objectives should focus on concepts and problems
mentioned in the problem analysis Each research proposal should contain one overall objective describing the
general contribution that the research project makes to the subject area as well as one or more specific
objectives focusing on discrete tasks that will be achieved during the research. Hypothesis of the study If any:
These are predictions of the outcomes from the study. It is useful at the outset to specify the hypotheses in
terms of the assumed relations between variables so as to clarify the position and pre-understanding of the
researcher. If statistical tests are to be conducted formulation of hypotheses is a crucial element of the research
design. Hypotheses can be derived from theory, experience or knowledge concerning contextual factors. In
purely quantitative, deductive research hypotheses are tested statistically, whereas in qualitative, inductive
research hypotheses are not formulated. The size and nature of the sample will depend on the topic selected.
Although the specific or immediate objectives may be quite narrow, they could probably imply much more
data collection and analysis than possible for a thesis. To demonstrate a good overview of the general subject
area it should be specified what aspects will not be addressed and how this will limit conclusions. References
have to be written in APA format. These should be alphabetically listed. While the above format is normally
followed, it is not necessary that the same chapter scheme is used for all topics. Synopsis writing is undertaken
after the topics choice is completed. We accept feedback on the synopsis based on the same received from the
university. An in depth discussion takes place between the student and our expert before we undertake to
revise the document. Inputs from the students are a must to be able to tackle the feedback. Send us your
enquiry today and we will get in touch with you all details of our consulting plan.
Chapter 7 : IGNOU MCSP PROJECT SYNOPSIS AND GUIDELINES | MASTER HELP
Ignou Synopsis is one of the leading provider of Ignou Assignments, Projects and Synopsis. We help our precious and
valuable students to score good marks. We are working with more then writers who write assignment and project for us
according to the feedback of the students.
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A project synopsis is a snapshot of your entire project from problem statement to methods used in identifying solution to
conclusion. Depending on number of words allowed and format specific to your in your institution, make sure you get all
this information in.
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IGNOU Project is a consulting team for students and scholars who wish to take assistance in completing their project
report for their chosen courses. We have over 50 full time and part time writers working with us to develop and consult
students doing their projects.
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